
Generating design ideas

Brainstorming

You probably did some brainstorming at Key

Stage 3. Here is a reminder.

Brainstorming is:

• a process for setting ideas out of your head!

• a process for setting ideas you didn’t know

you had!

• a process which uses questions and

associations and links ideas to actions;

• a process you can do on your own, but it is

usually better in a group.

Brainstorming an idea can help you to identify a

wider range of options for your designing and

making and to work out how best to develop

these ideas.

How to brainstorm

• First state the problem or need.

• Record every idea suggested as words,

phrases or pictures.

• Produce as many ideas as possible.

• Don’t make judgements until the

brainstorming pattern is complete.

• Allow enough time for new and diverse ideas

to emerge; but agree a time limit so that

ideas remain fresh.

• Sort out ideas by considering which are

unrealistic; inappropriate and unachievable

and removing them. What is left will give you

a focus for action.

What can I use for this?

By asking the question ‘What can I use for

this?’ you can identify design options. You can

give each possibility a yes/no verdict based on

specific criteria - availability, cost. effectiveness

and feasibility. You can refine the remaining

options using similar criteria until you are left

with a ‘best’ solution. Here is an example, to do

with developing a preserved food product.

The designer asked; ‘What can I use for
this?’ for each of three areas as shown
opposite.

In the end the designer opted for a mix
of smoked and salted nuts packed in a
decorative metal tin (with a pull-off lid)
which could be used as a bowl.



What can I use this for?

This is the sort of brainstorming you use when you have a

product and want to find out if you can change its image and

sell it to a different and larger consumer group- A good example

of this is the advertising campaign for the soft drink Lucozade.

Initially Lucozade was a product bought for people; both

children and adults; who were recovering from illness- Now

Lucozade is seen as a drink for fit; active people who play

sports- By asking the question ‘What can I use this for?’ the

manufacturers of Lucozade were able to completely change the

consumer group that bought their product.

The chart below shows the results of the brainstorm.

The ‘What can I use Lucozade for?’ brainstorm



Observational drawing

You can use observational drawing to give you a reference for what things look like and to help  you

get ideas. Often the shape and form of a food product; or the decoration on a food product, is based

on a natural form – a flower; a leaf; an animal. However; food materials often change their shape and

size during processing; so very precise and detailed outlines are often impractical. In such cases it is

often more important for the resemblance to be just recognizable rather than precise.

The shape or form that you draw will be a simplification of the one that you observe.  In order to

achieve this you may need to do a realistic drawing first. Here are some examples of simplified forms

that have been useful in designing food products.



Attribute analysis

You may have used attribute analysis at Key Stage 3. Designers and engineers use it to help them

produce new designs for familiar products.

Here is an attribute analysis table for the snack biscuit KitKat.  The headings describe attributes

which will affect the final design.

You can develop the table by listing possible attributes in

each of the columns, as shown below. Then you can read

across the columns and combine different words from

each column to create new designs.  Some combinations

will be totally inappropriate, while others will offer viable

design ideas. Be prepared to be surprised – a medium-

sized sphere that is sweet, sickly, creamy, gooey and high in fat and sugar, has a sleazy image

and is low cost sounds terrible, until you think of a chocolate cream egg!

Product name: KitKat Product type: snack biscuit Main ingredients: wafer and chocolate

Attribute analysisAttribute analysisAttribute analysisAttribute analysisAttribute analysis

Size Shape Flavour Texture Nutrition Image Cost

medium fingers sweet crisp & high in fat, everyday low
crunchy sugar and

carbohydrate

Attribute analysis development – Example 1

Size Shape Flavour Texture Nutrition Image Cost

small fingers sweet soft fat everyday low

medium circle sour firm sugar special medium

large oval salty hard salt modern high

rectangle bitter dry fibre traditional

square savoury moist carbohydrate healthy

triangle spicy crumbly vitamins luxury

sphere sickly crisp minerals sleazy

thin herbal crunchy hi-tech

thick fishy brittle green

wide meaty think

narrow fruity creamy

animal sticky

plant tough

tender

chewy

rubbery

gritty

greasy

gooey

slimy



Attribute analysis development – Example 2

Size Shape Flavour Texture Nutrition Image Cost

small fingers sweet soft fat everyday low

medium circle sour firm sugar special medium

large oval salty hard salt modern high

rectangle bitter dry fibre traditional

square savoury moist carbohydrate healthy

triangle spicy crumbly vitamins luxury

sphere sickly crisp minerals sleazy

thin herbal crunchy hi-tech

thick fishy brittle green

 wide meaty think

narrow fruity creamy

animal sticky

plant tough

tender

chewy

rubbery

gritty

greasy

gooey

slimy

Once you have a list of attributes that describe an interesting and

possible product, you can begin to think about the main ingredients that

might be needed and develop a recipe for a prototype. Two examples are

shown here.

Examples 1 gives us expensive, leaf-shaped, cheese-flavoured biscuits,

to be served with drinks before a meal. Example 2 gives us medium-cost,

endangered species-shaped fruit biscuits for a child’s school lunch.


